
Cloud Bundles  
Overview.
Nutanix Cloud Bundles enable rapid, 
cost-effective scale out to meet varying 
performance needs in a highly secure, 
available environment. Simple one-click 
management and automation strips away 
operational complexity and burdensome 
manual tasks, whilst increasing 
operational efficiency by as much as 61%. 

Our customers have the freedom 
to choose the right hardware and 
virtualization technology, to reduce TCO 
and prevent expensive vendor lock-in.

Key Features.

Bundle Summary.

Ideal for small customers 
looking to make their first foray 

into HCI

Ideal for high-growth customers 
with high demand on IT

Ideal for security-conscious 
customers with greater audit 

requirements

Deliver apps,  
data, and services 
from YOUR cloud.

Attractively priced bundles in 3 sizes with 3 levels of capabilities.

Simplify and  
optimize  
infrastructure  
operations with  
just a few clicks  
assisted by AI.

Self-healing  
capabilities for  
resilience and  
peace-of-mind.

24/7 performance, 
reliability, and  
security.

Basic Standard Advanced
AOS Starter AOS Pro 

Prism Pro 
Files

AOS Ultimate 
Prism Pro 
Files 
Flow

Basic HCI for simple needs Standard toolset for creating a small  
private cloud

Advanced toolset for creating a small 
secure private cloud

Workload consolidation and  
management platform

Distributed storage capabilities

Built-in AHV virtualization

Built-in data replication and recovery

Network visualization and automation

Everything in Basic

Advanced dashboards and search, 
analytics,  and capacity planning

Consolidation of VM and file storage, 
support for unstructured data and  
user quotas

Advanced dedupe and replication

Everything in Standard

Network micro-segmentation capabilities

Advanced encryption

Near-synchronous replication  
and multi-site sync



Your Cloud, Your Way.

Bundle Options and What’s Included.

Nutanix will support any flash quantity on the 
nodes covered by the bundle licenses.

Additional capacity and capabilities can  
be added to any bundle at standard  
a-la-carte pricing. 

Cloud bundle offer only eligible for new  
SME/midmarket Nutanix customers.* 

One bundle per eligible customer only.

All bundles provide a 3-year term license for 
software and include 3 years of software support.

Offer valid until 31st July 2020.

For additional sales resources, tools and more  
visit the Nutanix Partner Portal or email us. 
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*Please consult your Nutanix distributor or sales team to confirm eligibility.

Basic Standard Advanced
ENTRY-BASIC-S ENTRY-STD-S ENTRY-ADV-S

AOS Starter 
3 x 24 cores

AOS Pro  
3 x 32 cores

Prism Pro 
3 nodes

Files 
5 TiB

AOS Pro  
3 x 32 cores

Prism Pro 
3 nodes

Files 
5 TiB

Flow 
3 nodes

ENTRY-BASIC-M ENTRY-STD-M ENTRY-ADV-M

AOS Starter 
3 x 24 cores

AOS Pro  
4 x 32 cores

Prism Pro 
4 nodes

Files 
7 TiB

AOS Pro  
4 x 32 cores

Prism Pro 
4 nodes

Files 
7 TiB

Flow 
4 nodes

ENTRY-BASIC-L ENTRY-STD-L ENTRY-ADV-L

AOS Starter 
3 x 24 cores

AOS Pro  
46 x 32 cores

Prism Pro 
6 nodes

Files 
10 TiB

AOS Pro  
6 x 32 cores

Prism Pro 
6 nodes

Files 
10 TiB

Flow 
6 nodes

Offer valid until 31st July 2020. 
Offer valid for net-new Nutanix customers in the small to midsized business markets.  
Please consult with your Nutanix sales team to confirm your customer meets eligibility.  
Limit one Nutanix Cloud Bundle per eligible customer during promotional period.

https://nutanix.portal.relayware.com/
mailto:partnermarketing%40nutanix.com?subject=

